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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention is characterized by a game control 
means for controlling a predetermined game, Which alloWs 
the game to be executed betWeen the game control means 
and a terminal according to an instruction from the terminal. 
The game control means thus alloWs the game to be 
executed betWeen the game control means and the terminal, 
eliminating the need for executing one game all by itself, 
and reducing game processing load put on the game control 
means. 
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GAME EXECUTION SYSTEM AND GAME 
EXECUTION METHOD 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention relates to a game execution 
system and a game execution method. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] Provision of games via the Internet has conven 
tionally been done. In recent years, game systems Which 
give an aWard to a game participant in accordance With a 
result of the game have been contemplated. 

[0003] The game systems under contemplation include, 
for example, not only a casino system in Which a priZe is 
simply aWarded for a result of a game but also a priZe system 
in Which a game for increasing the publicity of some goods 
or the like (e.g., a game in Which to provide a predetermined 
priZe to a user) is provided to resultantly attract increased 
customers. 

[0004] The casino system and the priZe system each need 
to be con?gured as a system in Which a Win or loss of a game 
can be varied for each participant for increasing the ran 
domness of the result of the game. There can simply be tWo 
major schemes for con?guring the system. 

[0005] In a ?rst scheme, softWare for use in executing a 
game is transmitted to an individual client terminal (a 
terminal of a participant to enter the game), so as to alloW 
the client terminal to execute the transmitted softWare. 

[0006] Then, according to the executed softWare, the client 
terminal determines the result of the game for deciding a Win 
or loss of the game beforehand, for example, and transmits 
the decided game result to a host computer as an operator of 
the system (hereinafter referred to as a server). Receiving the 
game result from the client terminal, the server advances the 
game based on the received game result. 

[0007] In a second scheme, a server keeps softWare for 
game execution, and decides a game result beforehand in a 
speci?ed game, and advances the game to the predetermined 
game result. 

[0008] The above-described ?rst scheme has an advantage 
in that an individual client terminal initiates the softWare, so 
that the server as the operator of the system can have a 
reduced processing load produced When the game is 
executed, and the server, even having a small capacity, can 
deal With a large number of client terminals. HoWever, it has 
a disadvantage in that it is necessary to verify the authen 
ticity of each game result previously decided by the client 
terminal. 

[0009] That is, it has a disadvantage in that there is a high 
possibility that a user Will notify a false game result to the 
server via his or her client terminal, so as to fraudulently 
obtain a game result. The server must exclude a person 
trying to fraudulently obtain a game result. 

[0010] On the other hand, the second scheme has an 
advantage in that the server decides a game result before 
hand, so that the authenticity of game results can be suf? 
ciently secured. HoWever, it has a disadvantage in that, When 
the number of client terminals is increased, it is necessary to 
increase the communication capacity of the server and the 
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throughput of the server, and also to reduce its internal 
processing load as much as possible. 

[0011] The present invention has been made in vieW of the 
above problems, and has an object of providing a game 
execution system and a game execution method in Which, 
Without imposing an excessive processing load on a server, 
a person performing fraudulent manipulation With respect to 
the server controlling the game can be securely excluded, 
thereby to improve the security of a game performed 
betWeen the server and a client terminal. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] In order to achieve the above object, the present 
invention is characteriZed by a game control means for 
controlling a predetermined game, Which alloWs the game to 
be executed betWeen the game control means and a terminal 
according to an instruction from the terminal. The game may 
be a mass game a plurality of users enter. The mass game 
may be a competitive game in Which a plurality of race 
horses race and placings of each of the racehorses are 
decided. 

[0013] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means for controlling a predetermined 
game can alloW the game to be executed betWeen the game 
control means and a terminal according to an instruction 
from the terminal, it is not necessary for the game control 
means to execute one game all by itself, resulting in a 
reduced game processing load put on the game control 
means. 

[0014] The present invention is characteriZed in that the 
game control means is con?gured to control the game 
including a plurality of programs, and the terminal is con 
?gured to obtain some of the programs controlled by the 
game control means, and to execute part of the game based 
on the obtained programs. 

[0015] According to the present invention like this, since 
the terminal can obtain some of the programs controlled by 
the game control means and execute part of the game based 
on the obtained programs, it is not necessary for the game 
control means to execute all the programs for executing the 
game by itself, resulting in a reduced game processing load 
put on the game control means. 

[0016] The present invention is characteriZed in that a 
racehorse to Win the competitive game is decided, and the 
competitive game is advanced such that the decided race 
horse Wins the game. 

[0017] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means previously decides a racehorse to 
Win a competitive game (a result of a game), the game 
control means can exclude a person trying to fraudulently 
decide a Winning racehorse from an external terminal, so as 
to increase the authenticity of a result of the game. 

[0018] The present invention is characteriZed in that an 
entry time in Which the user can enter the game is managed, 
and the racehorse to Win the competitive game is decided (a 
?nal result of the game is decided) before the managed entry 
time elapses. The game control means may alternatively 
decide a ?nal result of the game before a start time to display 
effect contents of the game elapses. 
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[0019] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means decides a racehorse to Win a 

competitive game (a result of a game) Within the entry time, 
the game control means can decide a game result of a game 
before the game is started, so as to secure the authenticity of 
the game result early. 

[0020] The present invention is characteriZed in that fore 
cast information shoWing a forecast of a Winning racehorse 
in the competitive game is obtained from the user before the 
entry time elapses, and it is determined Whether the Winning 
racehorse forecasted and included in the forecast informa 
tion agrees With the Winning racehorse decided by the 
decision means or not, based on the obtained forecast 
information, and a predetermined amount of money is paid 
to the user, based on the determination. 

[0021] According to the present invention like this, When 
determining that the forecasted Winning racehorse included 
in the forecast information obtained from the user agrees 
With the Winning racehorse decided by the decision means, 
the game control means can pay a predetermined amount of 
money (payoff) to the user, resultantly increasing the num 
ber of users to enter games. 

[0022] Further, a user, When his or her forecast is right, can 
get a predetermined payoff from the game control means, so 
as to enjoy a more heated competitive game to increase his 
or her money. 

[0023] Further, the present invention is characteriZed in 
that, after a lapse of the entry time, effect contents of the 
racehorses to race in the competitive game are decided, and 
the decided effect contents are displayed. The game control 
means may alternatively cause effect contents of a game to 
be displayed When the managed start time elapsed. 

[0024] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means decides effect contents of the 
racehorses to race in the competitive game after a lapse of 
the entry time, a user can see the effect contents decided by 
the game control means through a screen, so as to spend an 
enjoyable time before the ?nal game result is displayed on 
the screen. 

[0025] The present invention is characteriZed in that the 
number of users entering the game is counted, and the effect 
contents are decided based on the counted number of users. 

[0026] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means can decide effect contents in accor 
dance With the number of users entering a game, the game 
control means can cause effect contents of racehorses to race 

in the competitive game to be displayed on screens through 
various effect contents. As a result, since effect contents 
displayed on a screen vary, a user can spend an enjoyable 
time before the ?nal game result is displayed on the screen. 

[0027] The game control means may decide an effect time 
of the effect contents based on the counted number of users. 
Since the game control means can decide an effect time of 
effect contents to be displayed on a screen based on the 
number of users, When the number of users is large, for 
eXample, it can set the effect time of the effect contents 
longer, so that a plurality of users can spend an enjoyable 
time With other users before the ?nal game result is dis 
played on screens. 
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[0028] The game control means may change effect con 
tents or eXtend an effect time based on Whether a user’s 

forecast information is right or Wrong. Also, the game 
control means may notify a terminal of a result With respect 
to Whether a user’s forecast information is right or Wrong, or 
a ?nal result of a game. Also, the game control means may 
notify a terminal of a result With respect to Whether a user’s 
forecast is right or Wrong, or the ?nal result, after a lapse of 
the start time. 

[0029] The present invention is characteriZed in that iden 
ti?cation information identifying the user is obtained, and it 
is checked Whether the user is an authentic person or not 
based on the obtained identi?cation information, and some 
of the programs of the game are transmitted based on the 
result of the checking. 

[0030] According to the present invention like this, since 
the game control means transmits some programs of a game 
to a terminal after the user’s identi?cation is authenticated, 
the game control means can securely eXclude people fraudu 
lently doWnloading the programs of the game. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0031] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a game execution 
system of the present invention; 

[0032] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the internal con 
?guration of a server; 

[0033] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the contents of data 
stored in a personal information database; 

[0034] FIG. 4 is a diagram eXemplarily illustrating a home 
page provided from a game controlling apparatus; 

[0035] FIG. 5 is a How chart illustrating a registration 
process for a user to be offered a game from the game 
controlling apparatus; 

[0036] FIG. 6 is a How chart illustrating a process How 
When the game controlling apparatus provides a game to a 
user; 

[0037] FIG. 7 is a How chart illustrating a How in a game 
execution method of the present invention; 

[0038] FIG. 8 is a How chart illustrating a process How 
When the game controlling apparatus terminates the provi 
sion of a game to a user; and 

[0039] FIG. 9 is a How chart illustrating a process How 
When the game controlling apparatus settles a predetermined 
amount of money With a ?nancial institution. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

(A) EMBODIMENT 

[0040] An embodiment of the present invention Will be 
described With reference to the draWings. The description 
beloW Will be made With a mass game a plurality of users 
enter, but alternatively, description may be made With 
another game. In this embodiment, description Will be made 
With a competitive game in Which a plurality of racehorses 
race and placing of each racehorse is decided. 

[0041] The mass game may be, for eXample, a game such 
as a horse race, a track and ?eld competition or a sWimming 
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race in Which the result of the competition is forecasted, or 
a game such as roulette involving no competition. Other 
games than mass games include, for example, a slot machine 
and pachinko games. 

(A-1) CONFIGURATION OF THE EMODIMENT 

[0042] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the con?gu 
ration of a game execution system according to the present 
embodiment. 

[0043] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the game execution system 
has a game controlling apparatus 3 (game control means) for 
controlling a predetermined game, Which alloWs the game to 
be executed betWeen the game controlling apparatus 3 and 
a client terminal 2 according to an instruction from the client 
terminal 2 (terminal). 

[0044] In FIG. 1, in this embodiment, only a single client 
terminal 2 is connected to the Internet 1, but it is also 
possible for a plurality of client terminals 2 to connect to the 
system using the present invention. The Internet 1 may be a 
communication netWork used by cable television. 

[0045] The client terminal 2 has a function of connecting 
to the Internet 1 (communication unit), a function of receiv 
ing instructions and the like from a user (input unit), and a 
function of displaying a game or a result of the game 
(display unit). 
[0046] The client terminal 2 is also a terminal con?gured 
to obtain some of the programs controlled by the game 
controlling apparatus 3, and to cause part of a game to be 
executed based on the obtained programs. In this embodi 
ment, the programs executed by the client terminal 2 include 
a bet program and a race effect program. These programs 
Will be described beloW. 

[0047] The client terminal 2 may be a computer terminal 
(including a display function), a game terminal having an 
Internet function, a cellular phone having an Internet func 
tion, a terminal included in a household appliance and 
having an Internet function, a composite terminal having a 
display unit (e.g., a television receiver) in any of the above 
devices, or the like. 

[0048] The connection betWeen the client terminal 2 and 
the Internet 1 may be established using a modem, terminal 
adapter, router or the like. The connection betWeen the client 
terminal 2 and the Internet 1 may be established by Wire (a 
telephone line, an ISDN line, a cable connection or the like) 
or by radio. 

[0049] The game controlling apparatus 3 is con?gured to 
control a game including a plurality of programs. In this 
embodiment, the game controlling apparatus 3 has a server 
3A, a monitor 3B, a personal information database 3C, a 
game data storing unit 3D and a client database 3E, Which 
components are connected and arranged With a bus. 

[0050] The game controlling apparatus 3 may also have a 
printer for printing out a game result or the like, and an input 
apparatus (e.g., a keyboard or the like) for inputting any 
predetermined information. 

[0051] FIG. 1 shoWs the con?guration in Which the game 
controlling apparatus 3 is directly connected to the Internet 
1 via a router, but it is also possible to dispose a ?re Wall at 
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an appropriate location for protecting personal information 
and maintaining the authenticity of game results. 

[0052] The server 3A has function of executing a prede 
termined game With the client terminal 2. In this embodi 
ment, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the server 3A has a processing 
unit 10 including a registration unit 11, an authentication 
unit 12, a race stage controlling unit 13, a lottery unit 14, a 
result processing unit 15, an information managing unit 16 
and a settlement unit 17, and a communication unit 20. 

[0053] The communication unit 20 may alternatively be 
provided in another dedicated server, so as to distribute 
communication load produced betWeen the server 3A and 
the client terminal 2. Programs for the respective functions 
executed by the server 3A may be stored in the sever 3A or 
in the game data storing unit 3D. 

[0054] The registration unit 11 is con?gured to store 
(register) information on participants Who can enter a com 
petitive game in the personal information database 3C. Upon 
registered in the personal information database 3C by the 
registration unit 11, the participants can enter a competitive 
game at any timing. 

[0055] The authentication unit 12 is an authentication 
means for obtaining identi?cation information identifying a 
participant, and checking (determining) Whether a user is an 
authentic person or not, based on the obtained identi?cation 
information. 

[0056] In this embodiment, before a user enters a game, 
the user is assumed to obtain identi?cation information from 
the game controlling apparatus 3. The identi?cation infor 
mation identi?es the user, and may be a particular authen 
tication number assigned by the game controlling apparatus 
3, for example. 

[0057] The authentication unit 12 checks the identi?cation 
information (or authentication number) obtained from the 
user With a prestored identi?cation information group, and 
veri?es that the user is an authentic person When the 
identi?cation information is included in the identi?cation 
information group. On the other hand, When the identi?ca 
tion information is not included in the identi?cation infor 
mation group, the authentication unit 12 determines that the 
user is not an authentic person. 

[0058] Also, The authentication unit 12 is a transmission 
means for transmitting some programs of a game, based on 
the result of checking. Speci?cally, in this embodiment, 
When determining that the user is an authentic person, the 
authentication unit 12 transmits the bet program, race effect 
program and the like to the client terminal 2. 

[0059] The client terminal 2 thus obtains the bet program 
and the race effect program from among the programs 
controlled in the game controlling apparatus 3, so as to 
perform various processing based on the obtained programs. 
Thus, the game controlling apparatus 3 does not need to 
execute all the programs for executing a competitive game 
by itself, resulting in a reduced processing load put thereon. 

[0060] On the other hand, When determining that the user 
is not an authentic person, the authentication unit 12 does 
not transmit the bet program and the like to the client 
terminal 2. The game controlling apparatus 3 can thus 
prevent the bet program and the like from being transmitted 
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to a user When determining that the user is not authentic, so 
as to exclude a person fraudulently downloading the bet 
program and the like. 

[0061] Also, in each race, When receiving data on the 
forecast of a Winning racehorse and a bet on the race from 
the client terminal 2, the authentication unit 12 determines 
Whether the received data is authentic or not. Processing for 
the determination Will be described in detail beloW. 

[0062] More speci?cally, in the case Where the bet pro 
gram and the race effect program are stored in the game data 
storing unit 3D, the authentication unit 12 obtains the 
programs from the game data storing unit 3D based on an 
instruction from the client terminal 2, and transmits the 
obtained programs to the client terminal 2. 

[0063] In this embodiment, the bet program is softWare for 
obtaining forecast information including the forecast of a 
Winning racehorse in a race (e.g., a forecast in a “Win” 
system, a “quinella” system, a “frame-number quinella” 
system or a “quinella place” system) and a bet on the 
forecast, for example, from a user. The bet program is also 
softWare for displaying racehorses and odds given to each 
racehorse in each race. 

[0064] The race effect program is softWare for the pro 
cessing of deciding effect contents of each racehorse to run 
a predetermined race, and causing the decided effect con 
tents to be displayed on a screen. The effect contents may be 
automatically decided by the race effect program (immedi 
ately after the race is started). 

[0065] Speci?cally, the authentication unit 12 generates a 
race effect program for each race for providing predeter 
mined effect contents, and the client terminal 2 obtains the 
race effect program generated by the authentication unit 12, 
so as to display the effect contents on the screen, based on 
the obtained race effect program. 

[0066] For the effect contents displayed on the screen by 
the client terminal 2 executing the race effect program, effect 
contents provided in a pachinko game machine, for example, 
may be used (e.g., see the description and draWings of 
Japanese Patent Application No. 1999-244279). 

[0067] The race stage controlling unit 13 is an advance 
ment means for advancing a game such that a Winning 
racehorse decided by the lottery unit 14 Wins the race, and 
is con?gured to perform game processing including a lottery 
according to the stage of the race. 

[0068] The race can be divided into the stage of deciding 
racehorses to run a race and odds to be given to the 
racehorses and transmitting the decisions to the client ter 
minal 2; the stage of obtaining forecast information includ 
ing a Winning racehorse forecasted by a user in a race and 
a bet the user places on the race; the stage of providing an 
instruction to display effect contents of the race according to 
the race effect program; and the stage of performing pro 
cessing for the game controlling apparatus 3 to give certain 
payoffs to participants, for example. Control performed at 
each stage by the race stage controlling unit 13 Will be 
explained With the description of operation beloW. 

[0069] The lottery unit 14 is a ?nal decision unit for 
deciding previously the ?nal result of a game (race). In this 
embodiment, the lottery unit 14 has a random number 
function of randomly varying numbers (or codes) (random 
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number selection scheme), so as to decide the placings of 
racehorses (also to decide a Winning horse). 

[0070] The range of numbers varied by the random num 
ber function can be decided according to odds given to each 
racehorse to run in a race, for example. The Word “lottery” 
means the decision of the ?nal result of a game, and in this 
embodiment, includes the decision of a Winning racehorse 
the placings of racehorses and the like. 

[0071] More speci?cally, the lottery unit 14 selects a 
number from among numbers randomly varied by the ran 
dom number function, and decides the placing of each 
racehorse based on the placing of the racehorse associated 
With the selected number. 

[0072] Since the lottery unit 14 decides the placing of each 
racehorse using the random number function, the lottery unit 
14 can randomly decide the placing of a racehorse to Win in 
a race, so as to make it dif?cult to forecast a Winning horse. 

[0073] The lottery unit 14 may obtain effect contents of 
each racehorse in a race from the game data storing unit 3D 
based on the decided placing of the racehorse, and transmit 
the obtained effect contents to the client terminal 2. 

[0074] Since the lottery unit 14 can decide effect contents 
of each racehorse to run in a race based on the placing of the 
racehorse, effects of each racehorse in a race can be set 
complicated (e.g., multiple patterns of effects), resulting in 
the development of effect contents keeping users’ interest. 

[0075] The lottery unit 14 may also randomly decide 
racehorses to run in a race using the above-described ran 
dom number function. Also, the lottery unit 14 may decide 
different placings of racehorses for different client terminals 
2. 

[0076] The lottery unit 14 may also have a time manage 
ment means for managing an entry time (or also referred to 
as a “bet time”) during Which users can enter a game. With 
this, the lottery unit 14 can select a Winning racehorse from 
among racehorses to run in a competitive game before the 
entry time managed by the time management means elapses. 

[0077] The lottery unit 14 may also be a start control 
means for managing a start time to start the display of the 
effect contents. When the start time managed by the start 
control means elapsed, the server 3A may cause effect 
contents of a game to be displayed on the client terminal 2. 
The client terminal 2 thus causes the effect contents of the 
game to be displayed after a lapse of the start time, so as to 
make the start of the game clear. 

[0078] The lottery unit 14 may also be a ?nal decision 
means for deciding the ?nal result of a game before the 
managed start time elapses. The race stage controlling unit 
13 can also serve as an effect decision means for changing 
effect contents of each racehorse to run in a competitive 
game after a lapse of the managed entry time (this function 
Will be described in detail beloW). 

[0079] The race stage controlling unit 13 may also serve as 
a count means for counting the number of participants to 
enter a competitive game, and as an effect decision means 
for changing effect contents (or an effect time of effect 
contents) according to the number of participants decided by 
the count means. 
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[0080] The race stage controlling unit 13 serves as a 
determination means (or a result determination means) for 
determining Whether a forecasted Winning racehorse 
included in forecast information agrees With a Winning 
racehorse decided by the lottery unit 14, based on the 
forecast information obtained by the communication unit 20 
(in this embodiment, the forecast information means a 
forecasted result such as a Winning racehorse forecasted by 
a user). 

[0081] The result processing unit 15 is con?gured to 
calculate an amount of money (payoff) to pay to each user 
in each race, based on the determination by the race stage 
controlling unit 13. The result processing unit 15 is also 
con?gured to add up payoffs a user has got through races, 
and to store the amount in the client database 3E, and also 
to transmit information such as a Winning racehorse in a 
race, payoffs in an ongoing race, and the like. 

[0082] The personal information managing unit 16 is 
con?gured to manage various information on quali?ed par 
ticipants stored in the personal information database 3C (see 
FIG. 3). Stored in the personal information database 3C are 
an authentication number and a passWord for use in authen 
tication betWeen the client terminal 2 and the game control 
ling apparatus 3, an e-mail address of a participant, the 
name/address of the participant, a cumulative settlement 
amount of an accumulated amount of money such as the 
amount of payoffs the participant has got through races, a 
settlement method shoWing the method of paying an amount 
of money such as a payoff, a Winning history shoWing the 
past history of right forecasts by the participant, a game 
entry history shoWing Which races the participant entered in 
the past (e.g., the number of entries, the dates of entries and 
the kinds of games entered), and so on. 

[0083] The settlement unit 17 is con?gured to settle, for 
each user, a cumulative settlement amount including an 
entry fee a participant pays for entry in a race, a payoff the 
participant has got in a race, and the like (hereinafter 
referred to only as a “cumulative settlement amounts”). 

[0084] When the cumulative settlement amount is plus, 
the personal information managing unit 16 performs pro 
cessing for paying an amount of money corresponding to the 
cumulative settlement amount to a ?nancial institution 
account of the participant. On the other hand, When the 
cumulative settlement account is minus, the personal infor 
mation managing unit 16 charges an amount of money 
corresponding to the cumulative settlement amount to the 
?nancial institution account of the participant. 

[0085] A participant can specify several ?nancial institu 
tion accounts instead of a single ?nancial institution 
account. In the description of operation made beloW, the 
settlement method is limited, but this settlement method is 
not limiting and another settlement method may be used 
instead. 

[0086] Other settlement methods include a method in 
Which settlement of bets is done separately from the settle 
ment of payoffs, for eXample. The settlement of bets or the 
like may be made by WithdraWing the amount from a 
predetermined amount of money deposited in a convenience 
store or the like. 

[0087] The communication unit 20 is con?gured to per 
form processing for transmitting and receiving data to and 
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from the client terminal 2. Also, the communication unit 20 
is an obtainment means for obtaining forecast information 
shoWing the forecast of a Winning racehorse in a competitive 
game from a user. Furthermore, the communication unit 20 
is a noti?cation means for transmitting, to the client terminal 
2, a result of a game (a ?nal result of a game) or the result 
of determining Whether forecast information is right or 
Wrong. The communication unit 20 may transmit a result of 
a game or the like after the game is started. 

[0088] The monitor 2B is con?gured to shoW a game 
operator the status of progress of race processing and the 
like. 

[0089] The game data storing unit 3D is con?gured to 
store programs and data for the respective units of the server 
3A to eXecute processing, and programs and data to be 
transmitted to the client terminal 2. The client database 3E 
is con?gured to store information on a game a user enters, 
for each participant. 

[0090] Also, the client database 3E is con?gured to store 
cumulative settlement amounts generated one day (herein 
after referred to as day cumulative settlement amounts), 
history information and so on. The personal information 
database 3C, game data storing unit 3D and client database 
3E may be a hard disk, a readable/Writable optical disk or the 
like, for eXample. 

(A-2) OPERATION IN THE EMODIMENT 

[0091] A game execution method With the game execution 
system having the above con?guration can be implemented 
by the folloWing process: 

(A-2-1) Registration of Quali?ed Participants 

[0092] First, in this embodiment, a person Who Wants to 
enter a competitive game (participant) has to register for 
entry into a predetermined game. 

[0093] Speci?cally, When a user accesses a home page of 
the game controlling apparatus 3, using a client terminal 2, 
according to an instruction from the user, the game control 
ling apparatus 3 causes the home page including a “Regis 
tration” icon and an “Game Entry” icon shoWn in FIG. 4 to 
be displayed on the client terminal 2. 

[0094] To register, the user clicks the “Registration” icon. 
For the click, the user inputs information (registration infor 
mation) necessary for registration on an input screen dis 
played on the client terminal 2. After the input of the 
registration information on the input screen, the client ter 
minal 2, upon a click operation by the user, transmits the 
input registration information to the game controlling appa 
ratus 3. The game controlling apparatus 3 may cause the 
input screen to be displayed together With the home page. 

[0095] Receiving the registration information from the 
client terminal 2 via the Internet 1, the server 3A, as shoWn 
in the How chart of FIG. 5, ?rst checks Whether the given 
registration information includes minimum information 
required for registration or not (step S1). 

[0096] Then, based on information on a user-speci?ed 
?nancial institution included in the registration information, 
the sever 3A inquires of the ?nancial institution Whether the 
user is an authentic person or not (step S2, step S3). In this 
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embodiment, an “authentic person” means a person Who has 
capacity to pay a predetermined fee. 

[0097] The server 3A, When obtaining the result that the 
user is an authentic person and the ?nancial institution 
account of the user can be used (permission) from the 
?nancial institution, can charge a predetermined fee to the 
?nancial institution account of the user entering a game 
Which causes the fee (or pay into the ?nancial institution 
account), With respect to the ?nancial institution. 

[0098] Then, the server 3A, When obtaining the result that 
settlement With the user is possible (permission) from the 
?nancial institution, generates an authentication number (or 
also referred to as a registration number) for alloWing the 
user to enter the game, based on the obtained permission, so 
as to transmit the generated authentication number to the 
client terminal 2 and to store it in the personal information 
database 3C. 

[0099] In this embodiment, registration means the storing 
of the authentication number in the personal information 
database 3C by the server 3A. Thereafter, the server 3A 
noti?es the client terminal 2 of the completion of the 
registration (step S4). 
[0100] On the other hand, When the registration informa 
tion transmitted from the client terminal 2 does not include 
minimal information required, or permission cannot be 
obtained from the ?nancial institution, the server 3A noti?es 
the user of the fact that he or she cannot register in the game 
information providing unit 3 (step S5). 

[0101] When noti?ed of the completion shoWing the 
completion of the registration from the server 3A, the client 
terminal 2, based on the completion noti?cation, causes 
contents shoWing that the user has been registered in the 
game controlling apparatus 3 and has got quali?cation to 
enter the game to be displayed on the display screen, and 
also causes the “Game Entry” icon to be displayed on the 
display screen. 

(A-2-2) Application of Game Entry 

[0102] When a user having registered as a quali?ed par 
ticipant enters a competitive game, the user clicks the 
“Game Entry” icon displayed on the client terminal 2. 

[0103] When the user clicks the “Game Entry” icon, the 
client terminal 2 transmits to the server 3A a selection signal 
shoWing that the “Game Entry” icon has been selected. 

[0104] Receiving the selection signal from the client ter 
minal 2, the server 3A (authentication unit 12) ?rst checks, 
as shoWn in FIG. 6, based on the received selection signal, 
an authentication number (or identi?cation information) 
included in the selection signal With an authentication num 
ber group (or an identi?cation information group) stored in 
the personal information database 3C, as shoWn in the How 
chart of FIG. 6. 

[0105] When determining that the authentication number 
group includes one corresponding to the identi?cation infor 
mation included in the selection signal, the authentication 
unit 12 determines that the user is a person having quali? 
cation to enter the game (step S11). 

[0106] Upon the above determination, the authentication 
unit 12 secures a memory area in the client database 3E for 
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storing a history of the game (step S12), and transmits an 
entry noti?cation to tell of eligibility to enter the game to the 
client terminal 2, together With the bet program and the race 
effect program (step S13). 

[0107] Receiving the entry noti?cation from the authenti 
cation unit 12, the client terminal 2 executes, based on the 
received entry noti?cation, the bet program and the race 
effect program associated With the entry noti?cation, and 
displays contents of the entry noti?cation. After displaying 
the contents of the entry noti?cation on a display screen, the 
client terminal 2 displays a Waiting screen before the start of 
a predetermined race. 

[0108] On the other hand, When determining that the 
authentication number group does not include one corre 
sponding to the identi?cation information included in the 
selection signal, the authentication unit 12 determines that 
the user is a person having no quali?cation to enter the game. 
Upon the determination, the authentication unit 12 transmits 
a rejection noti?cation to tell that the user cannot participate 
in the game to the client terminal 2 (step S14). 

[0109] Although in the above description, the game con 
trolling apparatus 3 transmits the bet program and the race 
effect program to the client terminal 2 after the completion 
of determination as to Whether the user has entry quali?ca 
tion or not, it may alternatively transmit them to the client 
terminal 2 at the stage Where the registration processing (see 
FIG. 5) has completed. 

(A-2-3) Processing in One Race 

[0110] FIG. 7 is a ?oWchart illustrating a process per 
formed by the client terminal 2 and the game controlling 
apparatus 3 for each race. Illustrated in FIG. 7 is race 
processing With a single client terminal 2, but the same race 
processing can be performed With a plurality of client 
terminals 2. 

[0111] First, When a set time set by a timer (e.g., a time in 
Which previous race processing is completed) elapsed, the 
race stage controlling unit 13 moves to the neXt race 
processing, so as to determine horses to run the race, the 
number of racehorses, and odds for each racehorse (step 
S21). 
[0112] In this embodiment, the odds of a racehorse means 
a numerical value resulting from dividing a reference 
numerical value by the number of entries Who forecast 
Winning of a particular racehorse in a race. For eXample, the 
race stage controlling unit 13 may alternatively decides odds 
for each racehorse, based on ability information of the 
racehorse stored in the game data storing unit 3D (e.g., the 
number of Winning races up to that time, the age of the 
racehorse, information on the rider and the like). 

[0113] The race stage controlling unit 13 also decides 
speci?c racehorses by random number function of randomly 
varying numbers (or codes). The race stage controlling unit 
13 also decides a period of time (selection time) in Which a 
participant can select racehorses in a race. 

[0114] After the decisions on the racehorses, odds and 
selection time through the above steps, the race stage 
controlling unit 13 transmits the decided racehorses, odds 
and selection time as decision information to the client 
terminal 2 (step S22). The race stage controlling unit 13 can 
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transmit decision information to a plurality of client termi 
nals 2 all at once. The transmission can be done using a 
packet broadcast function (multicast function) or the like. 

[0115] Then, before the selection time elapses, the race 
stage controlling unit 13 causes the lottery unit 14 to operate 
to decides the placings of the racehorses in a race (step S23). 
The order of processing done in steps S22 and S23 may be 
reversed. 

[0116] Next, receiving the decision information from the 
game controlling apparatus 3, the client terminal 2 displays 
the racehorses, odds, selection time, and so on, based on the 
received decision information (step S24). 

[0117] Then, the client terminal 2 prompts the user to input 
forecast information including the forecast of a Winning 
racehorse in the race, the amount of money to bet on the 
forecasted racehorse, and so on, before a lapse of the 
selection time. 

[0118] Then, after receiving the forecast information from 
the participant, the client terminal 2 prompts the user to click 
a “Con?rmation” icon on the display screen, and then 
transmits the input forecast information to the game con 
trolling apparatus 3 (step S25). The above processing in the 
client terminal 2 can be executed according to the bet 
program previously transmitted from the game controlling 
apparatus 3. 

[0119] Then, after receiving the forecast information from 
the client terminal 2, the race stage controlling unit 13 
determines Whether the forecast information is authentic or 
not, based on the received forecast information (step S26). 
This determination can depends on Whether it is forecast 
information of a participant for Whom registration process 
ing Was previously performed. 

[0120] The race stage controlling unit 13 can thus exclude 
forecast information received from a person other than 
participants for Whom registration processing Was done, so 
as to securely exclude fraudulent access. 

[0121] Then, the race stage controlling unit 13 checks the 
lottery result determined in the result processing unit 15 (the 
placings of the racehorses to run the race) against the 
forecast information received from the client terminal 2. 
When the placing(s) of the racehorse(s) included in the 
forecast information is identical With the placing(s) of the 
racehorse(s) included in the lottery result, the race stage 
controlling unit 13 determines that the participant’s forecast 
is right. 

[0122] On the other hand, the race stage controlling unit 
13 checks the lottery result determined in the result process 
ing unit 15 (the placings of the racehorses to run the race) 
against the forecast information received from the client 
terminal 2. When the placing(s) of the racehorse(s) included 
in the forecast information is not identical With the plac 
ing(s) of the racehorse(s) included in the lottery result, the 
race stage controlling unit 13 determines that the partici 
pant’s forecast is Wrong. 

[0123] When determining that the participant’s forecast is 
right, the race stage controlling unit 13 calculates a payoff to 
the user based on the odds included in the forecast infor 
mation, and updates the client data base 3E for the calculated 
payoff (in this embodiment, updates the day cumulative 
settlement amount) (step S27). 
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[0124] The race stage controlling unit 13 also checks, at 
predetermined timing, Whether processing done in steps S26 
and S27 is completed or not for all client terminals 2 having 
entered the race (steps S28, S29). The predetermined timing 
may be the point of time at Which the selection time elapsed, 
for example. 

[0125] When the race stage controlling unit 13 determines 
that the processing (steps S26 and S27) done for all the 
participants having entered the race has not been completed, 
the race stage controlling unit 13 decides change contents 
for changing the effect contents of the ongoing race, and 
transmits the decided change contents to the client terminals 
2 (step S30). 

[0126] The race stage controlling unit 13 can thus change 
the effect contents of the ongoing race one after another 
When the processing on all the client terminals 2 is not 
completed, so that the participants can further enjoy the 
development of the race through the change contents 
changed one after another. 

[0127] The race stage controlling unit 13 can set the kind 
of change contents according to the number of participants 
for Whom the processing in steps S26 and S27 has not been 
completed. For example, When the number of participants 
having not bet yet is large, the race stage controlling unit 13 
can provide change contents having a long effect time, and 
When the number of participants having not bet is small, 
provide change contents having a short effect time. 

[0128] Since the race stage controlling unit 13 can thus 
decide change contents according to the number of partici 
pants, the race stage controlling unit 13 can decide change 
contents With Which many participants can enjoy a more 
heated development of a game When the number of partici 
pants having not bet yet is large. 

[0129] Also, the race stage controlling unit 13 is an 
extension means for extending the effect time of effect 
contents being displayed, based on Whether a participant’s 
prediction is right or Wrong. Thus, since the race stage 
controlling unit 13 can extend the effect time of effect 
contents being displayed based on a participant’s forecast, 
the race stage controlling unit 13 can extend the effect time 
When the user’s forecast is right, so that the user can spend 
an enjoyable time until the result of the race is ?nally 
displayed. 

[0130] The race stage controlling unit 13 may be an 
contents changing means for changing effect contents being 
displayed based on Whether a participant’s forecast is right 
or not. 

[0131] After a lapse of the selection time, the client 
terminal 2 starts the race effect program and displays race 
contents (step S31). Then, if receiving change contents for 
changing the display of the ongoing race While the race 
contents are being displayed, the client terminal 2 provides 
display corresponding to the received change contents (step 
S32). 
[0132] The change contents may be those shoWing the 
state Where a racehorse being about to enter a gate is 
reluctant to enter the gate, or those mainly shoWing the scene 
Where racehorses are running straight along the track, or 
those mainly shoWing the scene Where they are taking a ?nal 
turn, for example. The processing in step S32 is not executed 
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When the game controlling apparatus 3 does not transmit 
change contents to the client terminal 2. 

[0133] Thereafter, When the processing in steps S26 and 
S27 has been completed for all the users having bet, the race 
stage controlling unit 13 transmits the result of the race 
including the result of lottery (placings) and a payoff to the 
participant to each client terminal 2 (step S33). Then, the 
race stage controlling unit 13 sets a start time to the start of 
the next race (step S34). 

[0134] Then, the client terminal 2, Which has received the 
race result from the race stage controlling unit 13, displays 
the received race result on the display screen (step S35, step 
S36). 

(A-2-4) Game Termination Processing 

[0135] FIG. 8 is a How chart shoWing process steps taken 
by the race stage controlling unit 13 to terminate a game. 

[0136] AWaiting screen for the next race displayed by the 
client terminal 2 includes an “Entry Exit” icon for the user 
to reject an entry in the next game. When the user clicks the 
“Entry Exit” icon on the client terminal 2, the client terminal 
2 transmits a termination command signal for terminating 
the game to the race stage control unit 13. 

[0137] Then, upon receiving the termination command 
signal from the client terminal 2, the race stage controlling 
unit 13 tallies up payoffs in races and stores the result in the 
client database 3E as history information, based on the 
received termination command signal (step S41). 

[0138] The race stage controlling unit 13 also updates the 
client database 3E With the race result as history information 
(step S42). 

(A-2-5) Settlement Processing 

[0139] FIG. 9 is a How chart shoWing a process of 
settlement performed in the settlement unit 17. 

[0140] On a settlement date speci?ed by a user, the settle 
ment unit 17 obtains the user’s cumulative settlement 
amount, and performs processing for settling the cumulative 
settlement amount With a ?nancial institution previously 
speci?ed (step S52). 
[0141] Then, the settlement unit 17, Which has performed 
the settlement processing, clears the participant’s cumula 
tive settlement amount stored in the client database 3E. 
Upon settling the cumulative settlement amounts of all users 
on settlement dates, the settlement unit 17 completes a series 
of settlement steps (step S51). (A-3) EFFECTS OF THE 
EMBODIMENT 

[0142] The above-described game execution system and 
game execution method can provide the folloWing effects: 

[0143] Since the client terminal 2 obtains the bet program 
and the race effect program from the game controlling 
apparatus 3 and executes the obtained programs, the game 
controlling apparatus 3 does not need to execute the pro 
grams by itself, and can be reduced in processing load When 
performing game processing. 

[0144] As a result, the operator running the game control 
ling apparatus 3 does not need to establish large-scale 
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equipment so that the game controlling apparatus 3 can 
execute a predetermined game, resulting in a loWer amount 
of investment in equipment. 

[0145] Moreover, since the client terminal 2 can change 
effects of an ongoing game sequentially based on change 
contents for changing contents of the game received from 
the game controlling apparatus 3, a user having entered the 
game can enjoy seeing the course of sequential changing of 
effect contents of the ongoing game. 

[0146] Moreover, since the game controlling apparatus 3 
previously selects a Winning racehorse from among race 
horses to run a predetermined game, the game controlling 
apparatus 3 can prevent an exterior terminal from fraudu 
lently deciding a Winning horse. 

[0147] Moreover, since the lottery unit 14 previously 
selects a racehorse to Win a competitive game (the result of 
a game), the lottery unit 14 can exclude a person trying to 
fraudulently decide a Wining racehorse from an external 
terminal, so as to increase the authenticity of the result of a 
game. Also, since the lottery unit 14 selects a racehorse to 
Win a competitive game (the result of a game) Within the 
entry time, the lottery unit 14 can decide the game result of 
the game before the game is started, so as to secure the 
authenticity of the game result early. 

[0148] Moreover, When the race stage controlling unit 13 
determines that a Winning racehorse forecasted and included 
in forecast information obtained from a user agrees With a 
Winning racehorse decided by the lottery unit 14, the result 
processing unit 13 calculates a predetermined amount of 
money (payoff) to pay to the user, based on the determina 
tion by the race stage controlling unit 13, so that the game 
controlling apparatus 3 can pay the amount of money 
calculated in the result processing unit 13 to the user, 
resultantly increasing the number of users to enter games 
through the game. 

[0149] Further, since the user can get a predetermined 
payoff from the game controlling apparatus 3 When his or 
her forecast is right, the user can enjoy a more heated 
competitive game to increase his or her money. 

[0150] Moreover, since the race stage controlling unit 13 
can change effect contents of racehorses running a competi 
tive game after a lapse of the entry time, the user can see the 
effect contents changed by the race stage controlling unit 13 
through the screen, so as to spend an enjoyable time before 
the ?nal result of the game is displayed on the screen. 

[0151] Further, since the race stage controlling unit 13 can 
change effect contents according to the number of partici 
pants entering a game, the race stage controlling unit 13 can 
display effect contents of racehorses running a competitive 
game through various effect contents on screens. As a result, 
the participants can spend an enjoyable time before the ?nal 
game result is displayed on the screens. 

[0152] Furthermore, since the race stage controlling unit 
13 can determine the effect time of effect contents displayed 
on screens according to the number of participants, the race 
stage controlling unit 13 can set the effect time of effect 
contents longer When the number of participants is large, for 
example. In this case, a participant can spend an enjoyable 
time before the ?nal game result is displayed on the screen 
With the other participants. 
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(B) MODIFICATION 

[0153] The present invention is not limited to the above 
embodiment, and can be modi?ed as Will be described 
beloW. 

[0154] The above embodiment has been described in 
relation to a game in Which a participant can get a prede 
termined payoff When the participant’s forecast is right, but 
is not limited to the game, and may be applied to a game in 
Which a participant can get a predetermined priZe When the 
participant’s forecast is right. 

[0155] In addition, the race stage controlling unit 13 may 
alternatively change effect contents of an ongoing race 
according to the number of users having entered a previous 
race. 

Industrial Applicability 

[0156] As described above, the present invention can 
provide games more enjoyable for users by securely exclud 
ing people performing fraudulent manipulation With respect 
to a server controlling a game, thereby increasing the 
security of game processing performed betWeen the server 
and client terminals Without imposing excessive processing 
load on the server. 

1. A game execution system comprising a game control 
means for controlling a predetermined game, the game 
control means allowing the game to be executed betWeen the 
game control means and a terminal according to an instruc 
tion from the terminal. 

2. The game execution system as set forth in claim 1, 
Wherein: 

the game control means is con?gured to control the game 
comprising a plurality of programs; and 

the terminal is con?gured to obtain some of the programs 
controlled by the game control means, and to execute 
part of the game based on obtained programs. 

3. The game execution system as set forth in claim 2, 
Wherein the game is a mass game a plurality of users enter. 

4. The game execution system as set forth in claim 3, 
Wherein the mass game is a competitive game in Which a 
plurality of racehorses race and placings of each of the 
racehorses are decided. 

5. The game execution system as set forth in claim 4, 
further comprising: 

a decision means for deciding a racehorse to Win the 
competitive game; and 

an advancement means for advancing the competitive 
game such that the racehorse decided by the decision 
means Wins the competitive game. 

6. The game execution system as set forth in claim 5, 
further comprising: 

a time management means for managing an entry time in 
Which a user can enter the game; Wherein, 

the decision means decides a racehorse to Win the com 
petitive game before the entry time managed by the 
time management means elapses. 

7. The game execution system as set forth in claim 6, 
further comprising: 
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an obtainment means for obtaining forecast information 
shoWing a forecast of a Winning racehorse in the 
competitive game from the user before the entry time 
managed by the time management means elapses; 

a determination means for determining Whether the Win 
ning racehorse forecasted and included in the forecast 
information agrees With the Winning racehorse decided 
by the decision means or not, based on the forecast 
information obtained by the obtainment means; and 

a calculation means for calculating the amount of money 
to pay to the user based on the determination by the 
determination means. 

8. The game execution system as set forth in claim 6, 
further comprising: 

an effect decision means for deciding effect contents of 
each of the racehorses to race in the competitive game 
after a lapse of the entry time managed by the time 
management means; and 

a display means for displaying the effect contents decided 
by the effect decision means. 

9. The game execution system as set forth in claim 8, 
further comprising: 

a count means for counting the number of users entering 
the game; Wherein, 

the effect decision means is con?gured to decide the effect 
contents, in accordance With the number of users 
counted by the count means. 

10. The game execution system as set forth in claim 9, 
Wherein the effect decision means is con?gured to decide an 
effect time of the effect contents, in accordance With the 
number of users counted by the count means. 

11. The game execution system as set forth in claim 1, 
further comprising: 

a ?nal decision means for previously deciding a ?nal 
result of the game; 

a forecast obtaining means for obtaining a result of 
forecasting shoWing a forecast of the ?nal result from 
the user; and 

a result determination means for determining, based on 
the ?nal result decided by the ?nal decision means and 
the forecast result obtained by the forecast obtaining 
means, Whether the ?nal result agrees With the forecast 
result or not. 

12. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
further comprising: 

a start management means for managing a start time to 
display the effect contents and 

a display means for displaying the effect contents When 
the start time managed by the start management means 
elapsed. 

13. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
Wherein: 

the ?nal decision means is con?gured to decide the ?nal 
result of the game before the start time managed by the 
start management means elapses. 
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14. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
further comprising a contents changing means for changing 
the effect contents, based on the determination by the result 
determination means. 

15. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
further comprising an extension means for extending the 
effect time of the effect contents, based on the determination 
by the result determination means. 

16. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
further comprising a noti?cation means for notifying the 
terminal of the determination by the result determination 
means or the ?nal result. 

17. The game execution system as set forth in claim 11, 
Wherein the noti?cation means noti?es the terminal of the 
determination by the result determination means or the ?nal 
result after a lapse of the start time managed by the start 
management means. 

18. The game execution system as set forth in claim 1, 
further comprising: 

an authentication means for obtaining identi?cation infor 
mation identifying the user and checking Whether the 
user is an authentic person or not, based on obtained 

identi?cation information; and 

a transmission means for transmitting some of the pro 
grams of the game, based on the result of the checking 
by the authentication means. 

19. A game execution method comprising, at a game 
control means for controlling a predetermined game, alloW 
ing the game to be executed betWeen the game control 
means and a terminal according to an instruction from the 
terminal. 

20. The game execution method as set forth in claim 19, 
further comprising the steps of: 

at the game control means, controlling the game com 
prising a plurality of programs; and 

at the terminal, obtaining some of the programs controlled 
by the game control means, and executing part of the 
game based on the obtained programs. 

21. The game execution method as set forth in claim 20, 
Wherein the game is a mass game a plurality of users enter. 

22. The game execution method as set forth in claim 21, 
Wherein the mass game is a competitive game in Which a 
plurality of racehorses race and placings of each of the 
racehorses are decided. 

23. The game execution method as set forth in claim 22, 
further comprising the steps of: 

deciding a racehorse to Win the competitive game; and 

advancing the competitive game such that the decided 
racehorse Wins the competitive game. 

24. The game execution method as set forth in claim 23, 
further comprising the steps of: 

managing an entry time in Which a user can enter the 
game; and 

deciding a racehorse to Win the competitive game before 
the managed entry time elapses. 

25. The game execution method as set forth in claim 24, 
further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining forecast information shoWing a forecast of a 
Winning racehorse in the competitive game from the 
user before the managed entry time elapses; 
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determining, based on obtained forecast information, 
Whether the Winning racehorse forecasted and included 
in the forecast information agrees With the Winning 
racehorse decided by the decision means; and 

calculating the amount of money to pay to the user based 
on the determination. 

26. The game execution method as set forth in claim 24, 
further comprising the steps of: 

deciding effect contents of each of the racehorses to race 
in the competitive game after a lapse of the managed 
entry time; and 

displaying decided effect contents. 
27. The game execution method as set forth in claim 26, 

further comprising the steps of: 

counting the number of users entering the game; and 

deciding the effect contents in accordance With the 
counted number of users. 

28. The game execution method as set forth in claim 27, 
further comprising the step of deciding an effect time of the 
effect contents in accordance With the counted number of 
users. 

29. The game execution method as set forth in claim 19, 
further comprising the steps of: 

deciding a ?nal result of the game previously; 

obtaining a result of forecasting shoWing a forecast of the 
?nal result from the user; and 

determining, based on a decided ?nal result and an 
obtained forecast result, Whether the ?nal result agrees 
With the forecast result or not. 

30. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the steps of: 

managing a start time to display the effect contents; and 

displaying the effect contents When the managed start 
time elapsed. 

31. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the step of deciding the ?nal result of the 
game before the managed start time elapses. 

32. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the step of changing the effect contents 
based on the result of the determination. 

33. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the step of extending the effect time of 
the effect contents based on the result of the determination. 

34. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the step of notifying the terminal of the 
result of the determination or the ?nal result. 

35. The game execution method as set forth in claim 29, 
further comprising the step of notifying the terminal of the 
result of the determination or the ?nal result after a lapse of 
the managed start time. 

36. The game execution method as set forth in claim 19, 
further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining identi?cation information identifying the user 
and checking Whether the user is an authentic person or 
not, based on the obtained identi?cation information; 
and 

transmitting some of the programs of the game, based on 
the result of the checking. 

* * * * * 


